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NASA’s Radioisotope Power Conversion Technology program is developing next generation power conversion technologies that will enable future missions that have requirements that cannot be met by either the ubiquitous photovoltaic systems or by current Radioisotope Power System (RPS) technology. Performance goals of advanced radioisotope power systems include improvement over the state-of-practice General Purpose Heat Source/Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator by providing significantly higher efficiency to reduce the number of radioisotope fuel modules, and increase specific power (watts/kilogram). Other Advanced RPS goals include safety, long-life, reliability, scalability, multi-mission capability, resistance to radiation, and minimal interference with the scientific payload. NASA has awarded ten contracts in the technology areas of Brayton, Stirling, Thermoelectric, and Thermophotovoltaic power conversion including five development contracts that deal with more mature technologies and five research contracts. The Advanced RPS Systems Assessment Team includes members from NASA GRC, JPL, DOE, and Orbital Sciences whose function is to review the technologies being developed under the ten Radioisotope Power Conversion Technology contracts and assess their relevance to NASA’s future missions. Presented is an overview of the ten radioisotope power conversion technology contracts and NASA’s Advanced RPS Systems Assessment Team.

I. Introduction

NASA has a history of successful space flight missions that depended on radioisotope fueled power systems. These Radioisotope Power Systems (RPS) use the heat generated from the decay of radioisotope material, and convert the heat into useful electrical power. RPS is most attractive in applications where photovoltaics are not optimal such as for deep space applications where the solar flux is too low, or for extended planetary applications such as that on Mars where the day/night cycle, settling of dust, and life requirements limit the usefulness of photovoltaics.

Figure 1.—NASA RPS Flight Development contracts, MMRTG (Left) and SRG (Right) are being managed by The Department of Energy.
Past RPS systems utilized thermoelectrics in the power converters which have proven to be highly reliable, long-lived designs. The U.S. has flown twenty-one space missions that have successfully used Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators (RTG). The Pioneer 10 spacecraft launched in 1972 utilized four RTGs that continued to provide power to the craft throughout its journey to deep space until the last signal was received 31 years later. The most recent RTG incarnation used on NASA missions incorporate General Purpose Heat Source (GPHS) modules. The GPHS-RTG, which uses Silicon-Germanium Thermoelectric power conversion, was utilized on NASA missions Galileo, Ulysses, and Cassini. The GPHS-RTG uses 18 GPHS modules to provide heat and is designed to generate at least 285 watts electric at Beginning of Mission (BOM). While a proven reliable design, the GPHS-RTG has a relatively low power conversion efficiency of about 7%, a BOM system specific power of about 5 W/kg, and is limited to vacuum environment applications only. Current RPS development efforts are aimed at improving performance, increasing specific power (W/kg), improving scalability, and allowing multi-mission applications, while maintaining reliability for long life.

II. Near Term Technology RPS

The NASA RPS program, recognizing the need for improved RPS, is currently developing two flight systems, the Multi-Mission RTG (MMRTG) and the Stirling Radioisotope Generator (SRG) (Figure 1). Both development efforts are managed by the Department of Energy and the systems are on a development schedule that would have them available for missions starting in 2009. MMRTG is being developed under contract with Boeing-Rocketdyne (Canogapark, CA) and subcontractor Teledyne Energy Systems (Hunt Valley, MD). Power conversion on MMRTG uses Lead-Telluride/Tellurium-Antimony-Germanium-Silver (PbTe/TAGS) thermoelectrics producing about 123 watts (BOM) using 8 GPHS modules. SRG is being developed under contract with Lockheed Martin (Valley Forge, PA) and subcontractor Stirling Technology Company (Kennewick, WA). Power conversion on SRG uses two free-piston Stirling engines coupled to linear alternators producing about 112 watts (BOM) using a total of 2 GPHS modules.

III. Advanced RPS Power Conversion Technology

NASA anticipates future mission requirements that go beyond the capabilities of MMRTG and SRG requiring advanced RPSs that offer better performance and higher specific power. To develop technologies applicable to advanced RPS, NASA released NASA Research Announcement (NRA) 02-OSS-01 entitled “Radioisotope Power Conversion Technology” (RPCT) soliciting proposals for development of next generation power conversion technology. Advanced RPS performance goals include improvement over the State-of-Practice GPHS/RTG including significantly higher efficiency to reduce the number of GPHS modules and higher specific power. Other general Advanced RPS goals include safety, long-life (14 years, with well understood degradation), reliability, scalability, multi-mission capability (vacuum and atmosphere), resistance to radiation (from the GPHS or potential mission environments), and minimal interference with the scientific payload. Of the proposals received in response to the NRA, ten contracts were awarded in the second half of calendar year 2003. The selections include five larger development contracts using more mature technology (Technology Readiness Level (TRL) 3 to 5) and five smaller research contracts using less mature technology (TRL 1 to 3). The selections include a broad range of conversion technologies including dynamic technologies Free-piston Stirling, and Turbo-Brayton, as well as static technologies Thermoelectrics (TE), and Thermophotovoltaics (TPV). While most of the contracts are developing technologies applicable to nominal 100 watt-class RPS, two of the research contracts using thermoelectrics are specific to low power RPS (milli-watt to multi-watt class). Each contract has a period of performance of three years and will be divided into three 1-year phases, with options to continue the following phase after the conclusion of each phase. As of this writing, the 10 RPCT NRA contracts are approaching the conclusion of the first phase. Funding for the first phase of the 10 contracts together total $13.4 Million.

The emphasis of the RPCT NRA contracts is the development of the power conversion technology (converting heat to electric power). Many auxiliary elements of the RPS are considered to be out of scope of this NRA, such as radiators, GPHS, insulation, etc. and are not included in this technology development effort. It is anticipated that future development efforts in collaboration with DOE will encompass development of the non-converter elements and integration of these components with the power conversion system. The following is a brief summary of the 10 RPCT NRA contracts. As this is the first year of the contract, not all of the contractors have published reports on NRA funded technology development efforts. References 3 to 7 are the reports that have been published to date covering Sunpower’s Advanced Stirling Convertor development, Creare’s Thermophotovoltaic technology development, and CSU’s Stirling Regenerator research.
A. Development Contracts

Five contracts were awarded in the “Development” class defined generally as developing the technology from ~TRL 3 to TRL 5. These development technologies, the prime contractors, and a brief synopsis of the contract goals are as follows:

1) Turbo-Brayton: Creare, Inc. (Hanover, NH) has the contract to develop a Turbo Brayton Power System (TBPS) suitable for RPS using Creare’s precision fabrication capabilities for mini-rotor fabrication. The goal is to demonstrate operation of a mini-Turbo Brayton converter that can achieve 25-36% efficiency which Creare estimates if applied in an RPS could result in projected system specific power of 9-13 W/kg. Figure 2 includes photographs of a compressor and a turbine fabricated using Creare’s precision fabrication capability. The Creare team includes Ball Aerospace & Technologies Corp., Boeing-Rocketdyne, and Jackson & Tull. Technical challenges for the team include high temperature turbine and recuperator materials and fabrication.

![Figure 2.—Miniature rotors used to demonstrate Creare’s precision fabrication capabilities.](image1)

2) Free-Piston Stirling: Sunpower, Inc (Athens, OH) is the prime contractor whose goal is to demonstrate an Advanced Stirling Convertor with significant improvements over GPHS-RTG, achieving efficiency >30% providing for an estimated RPS specific power >8 W/kg. Figure 3 shows Sunpower’s Frequency Test Bed (FTB) Stirling convertor designed and built within the first 6 months of the contract to allow early high

![Figure 3.—Sunpower’s Frequency Test Bed (FTB) Stirling Convertor, used to investigate high frequency performance and for advanced component testing.](image2)
frequency and advanced component investigations. The Sunpower team consists of Boeing-Rocketdyne, Cleveland State University, University of Minnesota, and consultants Penswick, Gedeon, Berchowitz, and Cairelli. Technical challenges include high temperature materials and fabrication techniques, and providing high efficiency at low power range while maintaining low mass.

3) Segmented Thermoelectric: Teledyne Energy Systems (Hunt Valley, MD) is the prime contractor whose goal is to develop a converter with improved performance and manufacturability compared to the Si-Ge thermoelectrics used in the GPHS-RTG by using segmented Bi-Te with PbTe, PbSnTe and TAGS unicouples. The design is based on the Sentinel units developed for terrestrial applications. Teledyne’s goal is to demonstrate 10% conversion efficiency by using improved materials providing >5 W/kg system specific power. A single compact module is matched to a single GPHS allowing for higher power levels by using multiple modules and GPHSs. The Phase 1 module is expected to produce 20 We with potential improvements in later phases. Figure 4 illustrates Teledyne’s concept for a single compact module. Boeing-Rocketdyne is a subcontractor on this Teledyne contract. Technical challenges include developing processing techniques that provide improved performance materials, and prevention of TAGS sublimation.

![Figure 4.—Teledyne Energy Systems concept for a compact module using segmented thermoelectrics.](image)

4) Thermophotovoltaic: Creare, Inc. (Hanover, NH) is the prime contractor and the goal is to demonstrate a TPV power converter using selective emitters, spectral control filters, and InGaAs cells. The performance

![Figure 5.—4”x4” TPV array produced under the Creare contract.](image)
target is to provide 15-20% converter efficiency, which Creare estimates will enable an RPS with a system specific power of ~15 W/kg. Figure 5 is a photo of a 4”x4” MIM array produced during Phase I. The Creare team consists of Emcore Corp., NASA GRC, Polytechnic University, and Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Technical challenges for the team include optical and thermal performance optimization, spectral control filter fabrication, performance degradation due to exposure to radiation, and material evaporation and deposition.

5) Thermophotovoltaic: Edtek, Inc. (Kent, WA) is the prime contractor whose goal is to demonstrate a TPV power converter employing improvements in GaSb photovoltaic cell technology, an IR filter housing, and thermal isolation of the PV array. Performance goal is to achieve 17-23% converter efficiency, which is estimated to provide an RPS specific power of >8 W/kg. Figure 6 is a photo of Edtek’s TPV cell array and prism array. Three of these arrays make up a 4”x4” unit. Edtek is collaborating with subcontractor the University of Houston on this contract. Technical challenges include the development of enhanced emitter surfaces that are stable with time at high temperature, high throughput multi-layer filters, component optimization, and performance degradation due to exposure to radiation.

![Figure 6.—One of Edtek’s prism arrays (right) used to concentrate energy onto the cells of the TPV array (left).](image)

B. Research Contracts

Five NRA contracts were awarded in the “Research” class defined as TRL <3. These research technologies, the contractors, and a brief synopsis of the contract goals are as follows:

1) Stirling: Cleveland State University (Cleveland, OH) is the prime contractor whose goal is to develop micro-fabrication techniques for Stirling regenerators that would lead to improved thermal and flow performance of this heat exchanger, and then to characterize these performance enhancements in an engine. Projections indicate that performance improvement up to ~9% higher power may be possible. The CSU team includes University of Minnesota, Gedeon Associates, Sunpower, Stirling Technology Company, and Mezzo Systems. Technical challenges include the selection of appropriate geometry for enhancing regenerator performance, selection of an appropriate fabrication technique, and establish reliability of concept.

2) Thermoelectric milli-watt/multi-watt class systems: Teledyne Energy Systems (Hunt Valley, MD) is also the prime contractor on this effort to develop cascaded PbTe/HG—superlattice BiTe TE technology for milli-watt RPS applications. The performance goal is to demonstrate module efficiencies ≥ 8% with power
output of 50 to several 100 mW. The design is for a glass-bonded, close-packed monolithic device. Research Triangle Institute is the subcontractor to Teledyne on this contract. Technical challenges include the development and fabrication of a close-packed cascaded monolithic device using TE elements with large length-to-area ratio.

3) Thermoelectric milli-watt/multi-watt class systems: Hi-Z Technology Inc (San Diego, CA) is the prime contractor and is developing Quantum Well (QW) materials for use in high temperature multicouple applications. Hi-Z’s goal is to demonstrate multicouple efficiencies of 25-40%, fabricating the device by sputtering multi-layer QW films. Technical challenges include demonstrating improved material characteristics (ZT), and demonstrating couple efficiency.

4) Thermoelectric: Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Cambridge, MA) is the prime contractor whose goal is to utilize nano-structure technology to improve ZT in Si-Ge bulk materials. The goal is to demonstrate ZT of ~2 at 900K with efficiency of 12-14% and then to develop a mass production method to fabricate devices using this material. The technique uses vapor condensation of Si-Ge nano-wires. MIT is teamed with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and Boston College on this contract. Technical Challenges include decreasing thermal conductivity, while maintaining or increasing electronic transport.

5) Thermophotovoltaic: Essential Research Inc., (Cleveland, OH) is the prime contractor whose goal is to grow and characterize 0.74eV and then 0.6eV InGaAs-on-InP dot-junction photovoltaic cells and to demonstrate 30% conversion efficiency. Essential Research is teamed with Ohio Aerospace Institute, and the University of Notre Dame on this contract. Technical challenges include micro scale fabrication of TPV cells and lattice mismatched cell fabrication.

IV. Systems Assessment Team

The Advanced RPS Systems Assessment Team (SAT) is a government led team composed of members from NASA Glenn Research Center (lead), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Department of Energy and Orbital Sciences Corporation.

The SAT’s primary roles are to:
- Assess the technologies being developed under the 10 RPCT NRA contracts
- Evaluate the performance of the contractors
- Provide recommendations to the RPS Program with regard to status of the technology, technology development options, phase-to-phase funding, and potential down-selection.

Secondary roles for the SAT are to:
- Evaluate technologies against mission requirements
- Develop conceptual designs & project system level performance
- Provide data on Advanced RPS systems to mission planners

The SAT reviews contractor monthly and Final Reports along with design and test reports, and participates in contract mid-year and end-of-year reviews in order to keep abreast of technical progress on the contracts. The SAT will also develop conceptual designs of RPS using the power conversion technologies being developed under these NRA contracts. Using the Decadel Surveys as a starting point, the team will identify missions where advanced RPS may be enabling, and then identify the mission requirements. The team will perform system trade studies and system comparison studies in order to assess the system level benefits of the power conversion technologies. Other activities for the SAT include performance and life Validation & Verification modeling and testing on materials, components, and devices developed under the NRA contracts as required. Long range planning also assumes that at the conclusion of Phase III, multiple devices will be delivered to NASA for evaluation testing.

The contractors will be evaluated in the following areas: technical progress, merits of proposed technology, performance of contractor, relevance of technology to NASA goals, and plans for Phase II and III.
V. Conclusion

NASA has used radioisotope fuel to power numerous past missions successfully. Radioisotope Power Systems have proven very effective in applications where PV arrays are not practical. Two flight system development efforts currently underway are the MMRTG and the SRG to support NASA near term mission requirements. Next generation RPS, with higher efficiency, higher specific power (W/kg), long life, high reliability, scalability, and multi-mission capability are also being developed under 10 contracts awarded under the Radioisotope Power Conversion Technology NRA. These contracts, five larger contracts for higher TRL Development efforts, and five smaller contracts for lower TRL Research efforts, are in the technology areas of Turbo-Brayton, Free-Piston Stirling, Thermoelectrics, and Thermophotovoltaics. These contracts are nearing the completion of the first year of funding as of this writing. An Advanced RPS Systems Assessment Team has been formed to review the work of the RPCT contractors, to assess the relevance of the technologies to NASA’s future needs, and to provide recommendations to the RPS program.
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